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The Honorable John J. Duncan
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Duncan:

I am replying to your letter of December 7,1978 with the attached letter
that Mr. Brock received from Mr. Ericn Helbig. In his letter, Mr. Helbig
expressed several concerns related to the use of nuclear power plants to
generate electrical power. By means of this letter and attachments I shall
attempt to address those concerns of Mr. Helbig that are covered by the
mandated responsibilities of the Nuclear F.egulatory Commission.

Mr. Helbig's first concern related to tr.e potential danger to the health
and safety of the public, especially in the southeastern part of tne
United States, that might result from release, through sabotage, of
radioactive material from spent fuel that is stored at the Brown's Ferry
Nuclear Station.

The spent fuel elements at all nuclear power plants are stored in spent tuel
pools that are designed to withstand the effects of violent natural phenomena
such as earthquakes or tornadoes without loss of capability to perform their
safety functions. The massiveness of these structures also provides substan-
tial protection against acts of sabotage by penetration of the walls.
Furthermore, destruction of enough fuel elements to release a significant
amount of gaseous radionuclides could be achieved only through use of a
very substantial explosive charge that is detonated within the spent fuel
pool during a very limited period of time (approximately 30 days) af ter the
fuel elements have been removed from the reactor. In addition to the con-
struction requirements, the entire facility is provided with a comprehensive
physical protection system that is required by NRC regulations. A copy of
this regulation (Part 73.55 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations)
is enclosed (Enclosure 1). By providing a security plan that meets all the
requirements of this regulation, the Brown's Ferry Nuclear Station has
provided high assurance that successful industrial sabotage cannot occur
thrcugh destruction of spent fuel elements.

The next major concern raised by Mr. Helbig related to the potential hazards
involved with transport of the spent fuel elements offsite. An acceptable
level of safeguards is maintained during transit through the use of shipping
containers that have been designed to retain their integrity under all normal
eventualities as well as hypothetical accidents (see Appendix B 10 CFR 71,
Enclosure 2). I am forwarding ender separate cover NUREG 170, Volumes 1
and 2, regarding transportation of radioactive material. Although attempts
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to sabotage shipments of spent fuel cannot be discounted, the protection
provided the public described in these documents will also be applicable
to minimizing the impact on the public.

Mr. Helbig's third major concern related to the wisdom of using nuclear
power to generate electricity. This subject does not fall within the
mandated responsibilities of this regulatory agency. The Commission,
however, has studied the relative value of nuclec., power plants as a
source of energy versus a source of adverse impacts on the environment
in comparison with other sources of energy. To date all proposals for
construction and operating nuclear power plants have been found to have
an acceptable power cost / benefit ratic both on an absolute scale and
relative to all other practical methods for generating electricity. In
addition, the staff has prepared a report on the " Health Effects
Attributable to Coal and Nuclear Fuel Cycle Alternatives," (NUREG-0332).
A copy of that report is enclosed for your information.

it is obvious that I have not been able to respond to Mr. Helbigs con-
cerns in the detail that he might desire, but I hope this information
will be of vclue. If additional information is required we would be
pleased to provide further assistance.

Sincerely,
e , .-y

f Ln
*

>

DEnclosures:
1. Part 73.55, Title 10,

Code of Federal Regulation
2. Appendix B, 10 CFR 71
3. NUREG 0332

Separate Cover: NUREG 170,
Volumes 1 and 2
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December 7,1978

Congressional Liaison
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Sir:
. ..

Attached hereto is a self-explanatory letter I have received from
my constituent, Mr. Erich Helbig, of Knoxville.

I shall appreciate your forwarding to me any available information
concerning his inquiry.

S' erely,

-
_

IN J. N AN
Member df Congress

JJD/11 ?0/4 ')85-
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h g,M444 4/ ' 2520 Holbrook Drive |
Knoxville, Tennessee

37918
November 24,1978 <

Mr. Uilliam Brock, Chaiman
tRepublican National Committec

310 First Street S.U.
Washington D.C. 20003 D

Dear Mr,Drock: '

Your Friday-Saturday,Nov.17-18, nationally broadcast comments concerning
the Mig-23's in Cuba, and your concern that they not be equiped with nuc-
lear weapons /missics, rings with an unaw re, or false, sincerity for our [securir.y e che South Central part of th. Nation, for many Knowledgeable
and more : 2re citizens, of which I am only one. |

Let me try to enlighten you with some detail,for your knowledge and greater
awareness, of far more insidcous threat to us in the Tennessee Valley, and
the South in general. Please make the effort to carefully check these mat- ,

;

ters so that you have honestly satisfied yourself, with the detail firmly
confimed in your mind.

At the site of the TVA's Brouns Ferry nuc3 car fuelled clectric power plant i

the spent fuel elements (in fuel bundles like the Boy Scouts looked t on i
Exxon TV comnercials, BEFOPI they were used in a nuclear reactor),fn 't at '

least one refuelling of each of the three reactors, are stored on site 'n I

the relatively unnardened spent fuel cooling pools. This is a quantity that
approximates 300 tons of the nuclear fission process waste products,
the renains of the splitting of Uranium-2,5 atoms, along with some materials
that have captured neutrons and inturn have become radioactive vastes.
You can con [ ira the quantity of waste materi ls stored in the present vaste
inventory. There is no need to believe my words alone. ;

.
Recall now that it was only some 2-20 pounds of fission product materials
that "fellout" from the first offensive use of the Uranium Bomb, with such '
vicious long tem results for large number of individuals. There is a diff-
crena, pound for pound, between the Bonb's fallout and the reactor's waste j

product materials. The latter are even more vicious, biologically, when dis- ,

persed to men's living space, as you can confim for yourself.
|

Of course the nuclear spent fuel unstes stored at Brown's Ferry are not .

supposed to be dispersed to the living space of men, and childrc1. But as
such are a " target of opportunity", in their ucl1 designated storage site,
there are many unsavory scenarios in which dispersal occurrs.

One is the direct attack with conventional arns by Cuban Mig-23's, or the
private Cousna-182, for the matter of aerial delivery of a dispersing ex-
plosive to the storage racks of the spent fuel elements.

Another is the use of a sin",1c,widely distributed, one-man, anti-tank weapon
with several rounds, accomplishing the same result. I enclose some copied
pages on modern weapons for some small, better, understanding of the numbers
and range, penetration capability, weights, sizes, etc. of "cycs-on-the-fries"
guided,one-nan, anti-tank weapons.

The point is that a deternined individual, or very small group, desiring to
do henious daunce has many options open, when there has been such " layed-on"
hazard made accessibic, by such as the Browns Ferry nuclear wastes, in storage
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|
on site, or in transit, or elsewhere stored in the Tennessee Valley.

Dispersion of some 50 pounds of the on site wastes in spent fuel bundles, '

only 50/600,000 ths or 0.0083% of 300 tons, to the low flying clouds that i
move water to the upper Tennessee Valley could " disembowel" the South Central
states of the Nation. That is, " popped" as particles, and entrained gasses
which are soluble in water (Kr-85 and various Xe isotopes), to the cloud

,

cover at an appropriate time for the natural winds to carry such upvalley.
There is the realistic chance to disabic four arsenals (Holston in Tn.,
Radford in S.W. Va.,Redstona in Ala.,and Milan in Tn. indirectly) Carried
by the clouds that regularly bring the second highest fainfall annually
in the continental U.S. to the upper Tennessee Valley, the rainout of
dispersed nuclear wastes can stop production in the rich coalfields of Tenn., I
S.E. Kentucky, and S.U. Virginia, it must be noted to you. Also recognize
the damage to lives in the short and long term, and note the later " Flushing" I

of such fallout through New Orleans, (and even Mobile,with the Tom-Bigbee
Waterway completed in the future).

Ah yes, just move thcac wastes to a nore secure site, we can say while
dribbling words onto paper or into car. Surely it can be donc safely, for |

the TVA,MRC, EPA, DOT, and the industry have told us so, along with Oak Ridge I

spokesmen.

Of course, it is a fact that the railroads have refused the DOT's request |to include such materials shipnents in regular freight trains. And Ncv York
City has won its battle in the courts to not have such shipmen:s moved I

within the city's limits. And Conn.'s Governor has imposed costly police
escorts for such shipnents, uhich did not prevent the wedging of one load
under an underpass. And sonc Tennesscans have promised some "lessions" for
rovernnent scientistu and adninistrators,ctc., should they or ocmbers of
their far'ily be passed on the road by any DOT allowed Radioactive Class III

[load,which shoots Gamna Photons as a radiating load to dose others on the
road. All ignoring very possible accidents enroute to where?

|
Then too there is the moving target situation presented, with transport |of spent fuel clenents rods, or bundles. Does the situation change if only
a anall hole, instead of a large hole, is nade in the 400 PSI presurized
transport container by some " accident prone" hunter, or intent heavier |
weapon wiciding " radical", or cult member, or T-group member?

It may be wise to recognize that there is no simple transport " spill" of
such spent fuel material. That is, where it is " cleaned up" and life goes
on, even uinus a few lives. Perhaps the matter can be made neaningful for
you at the personal level by a question.

Uould you accept conc soll particles,from the site of the non-lcaking
noot of another tync of nuclear wastes in less hazardous forn, which
curred in August near Chattanooga, Tenn. , -- particles sif ted into

your family automobile's passenger ventilation ducts? Please answer, "Yes"
or "No" forthrightly, as a proper Tennessec gentleman directly answers
whan asked a direct question.

If your answer is "Yes", we can proceed to set a mutually agreeabic date
and time to visit the site.

o::A :HBL 2 * 287
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Isn't it time to realistically excsine the _i_nefficiency of the processn
that leads to such attractive tarp ts for " dissent" by many individuals
throughout the world who have a genuine hatred for the area that gave a
home to the Bomb and fallout which has damaged their lives, whether we

.

8

reject their ideas of the matter or not?

It is a process that is less than 20% efficient for the purpose intended, i

and such has long been known by all sides of the nuclear-electric power
issue. Starting with the energy unlocked by splitting, or fissioning,
Uranium-235 atoms in a steam generating nuclear reactor, as 100%, there
is 5% which is " prompt radiation" (neutrons and gamma photons). Then 11%
remains in the vaste pieces for slow release as radioactivity of the wastes
and does no useful heating of water to steam. That leaves 84% as thermal f
(heat) energy which is regularly put into a steam cycle that dumps 70%
of the thermal energy as vaste heat to the local air and water. Thus only
30% of 84% is converted to electric energy at the pick-off connections

t

of the generator. But now more than 10% of the electric energy is lost be-
fore any customer pays for some at his meter. Such loss exists because of
in-plant useage, line losses, and local servicc/ distributor uscage.

,

So only 21-22% of the unlocked energy gets to the paying user, as you can
verify for yourself ciscwhere, and need not accept only my figures here. I

But you can confirm, also, for yourscif that it takes 5-15% of the net !
electric energy obtained,by the fissioning of Uranium-235 in a nuclear |reactor, in order to have mined, refined, and enriched, and prepared for ,
use, the Uranium fuel. And pleanc don't forget to get some realistic
estimate for the energy consumption necessary to store, transport, process,
and store or maintain the nuc1 car vastes.

Even the Republican Party could not continue to operate if such total per-
centage of funds were subtracted from cach 100 dollars collected, before i

you could have some to spend, you may agree.
I

Perhaps you, and your East Tennessee Republican legislators to whom copics ,of this letter are sent, will change the absurd pro-nuclear chorus, heard ,

more in the past than the present. Perhaps you and your associates will >

inquire intelligently about the 60Z cfficient Char-Using Fuel Cell, which
uses a natural carbon cycle fuel supply that is realistic and practical,

I'especially in the fundamentally energy rich South. And perhaps there will
be recognition of an onconming drive for the private, versus the central, '

electric pouer nupply, --- that is, such that the political convictions
of a Knoxville Mayor cannot turn out the lights that cclcbrate the birth
of Christ, as was donc to Knoxville citizcus by a Republican mayor. Do you
and yours have the capacity, intellectual and practical capacity, to fathom
the technical details of constructive alternate, safe, Tennessee Valley en-
riching, TVA disposing, private electric supply system? Uc shall see by
your actions. )

Perhaps there will be recognition of the economic, or other disaster, being
imposed on the Tennessee Valley by attempting to use an insidcously damaging
imported-into-the-valley fuel. Perhaps there will be the presence-of-mind
to start efforts to prevent dis-employment or damage to craftsncn who can ,

and do produce well in the valley arca, by civil actions against central
nuclear fuelled electric generation and for private, local fuelled electric
generation. /

Most sincerely, /

Erich M. liclbig
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Cobra 2000 (BO 810) GerrnanyMILAN France / Germany
Lightweight anti-tank missile. In Development and Service
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